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Learn to improve your skin 

naturally 

 

Sample Booklet 

This is an example of the course 

booklet that comes with the 

course. 
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Welcome 

Hello and welcome to the course, 

This is an introductory level course on how to 

improve your skin naturally.  

 

Safety 

Herbs and medications 

Herbs are often seen as 'safe' because they are natural 
but that is not the case, and when someone is taking 
medications they can interact with herbs (as well as a 
wide range of supplements and vitamins). 

If you are taking any medication I do not recommend 
you take any herbs internally without first consulting a 
medical herbalist to check for interactions. 
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Herbs and particular medical 

conditions 

In these courses we will only be looking at self limiting 
conditions, things that you would generally not seek 
medical attention for. e.g. coughs and colds. 

It is important to seek medical attention when 
appropriate, either through a local doctor or local 
medical herbalist. 

 

Herbs and pregnancy 

While there are some herbs that are beneficial in 
pregnancy they must be strictly controlled and for that 
reason I recommend anyone who's pregnant to see a 
medical herbalist for advice before taking any herbs 
(internally) at any stage of pregnancy. 

External preparations can be used for pregnant 
women but if you are ever in doubt check with a local 
medical herbalist. 
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Teas and infusions 

Before we get started you 
may want to recap on teas 
and infusions and how you 
make them as we'll be using 
those techniques throughout 
this course. 

Teas, or infusions, are when a 
medicinal plant is soaked in 
hot water.  
 
Traditionally an infusion is 
where the herb is steeped in 

hot water for several hours. 
 
Teas are steeped for much less time and are weaker but 
still valuable in their medicinal uses. 
 
Infusions are often used for acute conditions such as 
colds and flus. 
 
The heat of the liquid and its journey through the body is 
most beneficial in acute conditions, for example, drinking 
peppermint tea for indigestion. 
 
Herbs that are made into infusions are usually leafy, 
flowery herbs; chamomile, peppermint and feverfew are 
examples. 
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The usual dosage for an infusion is 1-2 tsp; the number 
of doses per day would depend on the condition and the 
herbs being used. For example, in colds and flu's 
infusions are usually taken 4-5 times a day, whereas in 
the case of indigestion, one dose would usually be 
sufficient. 
 
If you are taking any medications or are pregnant seek 
professional advice before taking any herbal medicines. 
 
Infusion recipe 
1tsp of herb (5g) 
1 cup of hot water 
 
Either add the herb to a tea strainer and leave in the cup 
of hot water for 10 minutes. Or add the herb to the cup 
of hot water, cover and allow to sit for 10 minutes, strain 
using muslin or a fine tea strainer. 
 
Herbs can be blended together in an infusion and you 
can experiment at home with this. 
 
The best way to understand a herb is to try it as a tea 
and see what effects it produces in your body. 
 
Teas or infusions can be added to the bath for skin 
conditions, such as oats and chamomile for eczema. 
 
You can also use teas or infusions as hair rinses (such 
as rosemary), or as foot soaks (with calendula). 
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Diet and nutrition 
 

"I don't eat chips, 
why do I have acne?" 

There are actually 
many causes of acne 
and these are still not 
as well known as for 
example the cause of 
eczema. While diet 

does come into play with acne, as it does with other 
inflammatory skin conditions, unfortunately there isn't 
one culprit that you can just remove and everything will 
be fine. 

An anti-inflammatory diet can certainly be helpful in 
inflammatory skin conditions but it's really just one piece 
of the puzzle. 

At least half of the people who have acne will usually 
have a hormone imbalance of some kind (everyone, not 
just women) and this needs to be addressed before you 
can treat the condition fully. 

 
 

 

"I can't afford healthy food". 

Boy do I know how you feel. A packet of biscuits costs 
30p but a bag of organic apples costs £3! Now that is 
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an issue with our food culture and sadly not something 
I can address in this course. 

However, what I can do is give you some useful tips 
for healthy food options. I realise this is UK specific, if 
you're in the US here are some great tips. 

1. Try to aim for local in season fruit and veg. Local farmer's markets 

and veg box schemes are often cheaper. You can of course grow 

your own. 

 

2. If that's outside of your budget, or just not something you want to do, 

then frozen fruits and vegetables are the next best thing. Picking and 

freezing techniques have come a long way and they are a lot more 

nutritious now than they have been in the past. Great if you want to 

get into smoothies or simply to add more fruits and veg to your meals. 

 

3. Discount supermarkets now have organic ranges that mean you can 

afford to go organic for only a few extra pence, if you can I certainly 

recommend you do. It doesn't have to be everything, start off with one 

or two things and build from there. 

 

4. Here are some great recipes by Jamie Oliver that are budget friendly. 

Simply up the veg in every meal. 

 

5. Here are some additional tips for healthy eating on a budget. 

 
"I've tried gluten free and it didn't help". 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/healthy-eating-budget_b_2638662?guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAASy9vyniuz7PF0ASvV-8z-TenQtLt9h3NNg-Yo1obGJx6eTBR3TO7iyZPgc3zE2vnGJQiWw6MJF3xlvfJ92C7wmEsmVkHeZKlok84HHP-Ea4iNf-V74hSNkri92LO4xRDbPLR5sqUefdLSfkYA3EKYf6H-TxlFY4uTH2Csvo1WC&guccounter=2
https://www.jamieoliver.com/recipes/category/course/cheap-cheerful/
https://www.hungryhealthyhappy.com/healthy-eating-on-a-budget/
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This is one of the most 
common statements 
that I hear in my herbal 
medicine clinic from 
people with skin 
issues. 

See full course for 
more details. 

 
The gut to skin connection 

It's now commonly known that the link between our gut 
(meaning our intestines) and other parts of the body, 
e.g. the brain and the link between diet and 
depression, and many more besides. The skin is no 
different, there is a link between a healthy gut 
microbiome and healthy skin. 

You can read more about it here (and here's the 
science if you're that way inclined!) 

 
“Can probiotics and fermented foods help?” 

 

https://www.mindbodygreen.com/0-23996/your-skin-microbiome-why-its-essential-for-a-healthy-glow.html
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6048199/
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By now you'll probably realise the 
importance of our microbiome or 
healthy gut flora on health in general 
but in particular skin health. The first 
thing we need to do is feed the good 
bacteria with prebiotics.  

Here are some examples: flaxseed 
(linseed), lentils, red beans, 
bananas, chickpeas, leeks, onions, 
garlic, oats, savoy cabbage, 
Jerusalem artichoke and chicory. 

See full course for more details. 

 
 

"Everything I eat gives me a flare up in my skin." 

This is something that I see 
often in my clinic, especially 
when a person has been 
suffering with a skin 
condition for a long time. 
The inflammation in the 
body is so high that eating 
'non trigger foods' suddenly 
causes a flare up. Creating 
this situation where 
everything you eat causes 

your skin to flare up. 
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See full course for more details. 

 
What is an elimination diet? 

 
An elimination diet has 
been thought of as rather 
faddy by some people 
but actually it's a 
recognised medical 
procedure for people 
with allergies and it can 
be helpful to get to the 
root cause of someone 
with skin problems. 
Especially if you seem to 

react to everything you eat. 

See full course for more details. 

 

"Is my gut leaky?" 

If you're suffering from skin problems then yes it is quite 
possible that you have a 'leaky gut'. 

So what is it exactly? 

"Your gut is lined with a row of cells called enterocytes. Between these cells are 

tight junctions. Their job is to regulate what gets across the intestinal lining and into 

your general system. While the gut is naturally permeable to nutrients, which are 

small molecules, so that you can get your nutrition from your food, when your gut 

barrier and microbiome get weakened from chronic exposure to foods and 
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medications that irritate your gut, or when the good bacteria get out of balance from 

antibiotics, these tight junctions develop gaps, and you can develop a leaky gut, or 

leaky gut syndrome (LGS). When this happens, fragments of protein and bacteria 

that aren’t supposed to can get into your system. Your body recognizes these are 

foreign invaders and responds by producing antibodies that mount an immune 

system reaction against these molecules. Your body goes on red alert to react to 

many triggers in your environment." Aviva Romm 

You can read more about how to heal a leaky gut here. 
Or if you'd prefer to listen to it here's a podcast version. 

 
Eating the rainbow 

This is often called an 
anti-inflammatory diet 
(but that also contains 
oily fish, nuts and seeds 
for essential fats). 

See full course for 
more details. 

 
 

Herbs 
 

https://avivaromm.com/10-signs-leaky-gut/
https://avivaromm.com/heal-leaky-gut/
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The three starter herbs 
 

You will have probably 
already completed my free 
course 'Three herbs for 
healthy skin' but if not you 
can join it here. 

 

"I've tried herbs before and they made everything 
worse." 

This is something I hear a lot in my practice (and you 
can substitute herb for many alternative treatments, 
e.g. homeopathy, acupuncture, Chinese herbal 
medicine etc). As we know our skin, particularly when 
inflamed, can be very reactive to new things. This 
usually happens with inflammation levels in the body 
are high. So when something new is introduced it 
causes a flare up in the skin, even if that something is 
"natural and supposed to help". Usually this happens 
when someone makes too many changes too quickly 
and you get a bad flare up of your skin condition.  

I usually say that to see an improvement with herbs 
and/or diet it will take a month of treatment for every 
month you've suffered with the condition. So if you've 
had eczema for 10 years it's not going to disappear 
over night (unfortunately). 

Where to start with eczema: 

https://laura-carpenter-herbal-educator.ck.page/2331d97980
https://laura-carpenter-herbal-educator.ck.page/2331d97980
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1.Find out which kind of 
eczema you have.  

E.g. Type A: is it dry, red and 
flakey?  

Type B: Is it red, wet and weeps 
clear fluid?  

Type C: Is it dry, sore, cracked 
and bleeds?  

Type D: a combination of some or 
all of the types on different parts of your body. 

2.Find out what makes it better, e.g. using a 
particular soap and washing powder/liquid. Using a 
particular cream or treatment. 

3.Find out what makes it worse, e.g. coming into 
contact with high scented soaps, particular foods, cold 
weather etc. 

4.Find out the cause of the eczema. This is a tricky 
one but for me it's coming into contact with certain 
chemicals and my hands will erupt into a dermatitis 
type of eczema (for me that's type B). Maybe you only 
get a flare up when you're stressed (this is a very 
common), or maybe you've had it since you were a 
baby (sometimes known as atopic). 
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Once you know these four things you can start to think 
about treatments and we'll come on to that in a 
second. 

 

See full course for more details. 

 

Herbs for acne 

As I've said before, hormones often 
play a large role in acne and that is 
something that should also be 
addressed. 

I recommend cleavers tea (dried) 1 - 
2 tsp per cup of hot water once a day 
for a month. If you get a flare up stop 
immediately. 

 

Acne skin toner 

30ml witchazel (distilled) 

5 drops of tea tree essential oil 

5 drops of lavender essential oil 

Here's a video on how to make a skin toner to get you 
started. 

https://youtu.be/mAOLt7aed0E
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You can use this on the upper back and lower neck if 
that area is affected too. 

 
 

Herbs for psoriasis 

See full course for more details. 

 
 
Traditional skin tonics 

A traditional skin tonic 
was actually dandelion 
and burdock root made 
into a decoction. Now this 
is something that I 
definitely wouldn't 
recommend today! But it's 

interesting to know! 

My favourite traditional skin tonic is nettle tea 
(dried). Drank 1 - 2 tsp per cup once a day for a 
month. If you notice a flare up at any point please stop 
and change to once every two days. 

 

See full course for more details. 

 
Supplements 
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Are they necessary? 
 
I will say straight off that I am not a fan of supplements 
in general. That doesn't mean I can't be objective 
about them but it does mean that in my experience 
90% of the supplements the average person takes is a 
waste of time and money. That's a big statement but it 
comes from 15 years of experience. 

Now that doesn't mean that all supplements are a 
waste of time and money because they aren't. But they 
are like the difference between a cheap run around car 
and a Ferrari, they both get you from A to B but in very 
different ways! 

And don't get me wrong I don't mean that you need the 
most expensive make of supplement to have an effect 
either because that's certainly not the case either.  

Here's an article by the Medicinal chef that I think 
explains things well. 

Here are my tips for supplements: 

• Use a trusted brand - do not buy something from the internet, and 

especially not from another country. We have strict rules in the UK 

about supplements and what can and can't be in there for safety and 

that is very important. 

 

https://www.themedicinalchef.co.uk/to-supplement-or-not-to-supplement/
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• Ideally get advice from a professional before buying a product, sadly 

this is not usually available in most chain shops, try and find an 

independent health food shop if you can. 

 

• Supplements interact with medications but not very many people 

know about it and so it doesn't come up. Your GP is unlikely to know 

so you need to check with the seller (or your herbalist). It should say 

in the literature but that is not always obvious and quite often they will 

say if you're taking any medication then don't take the supplement 

(this is an easy cover all to avoid law suits). 

 

• As with herbs if you can go sustainable and organic in your 

supplement then do it. 

 

Supplements in skin health 

See full course for more details. 

 

 
Natural skin care 
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Going nude! (Ha ha I bet that got your attention!) 

Don't worry I'm not recommending your try that (unless 
that's your sort of thing!). What I actually mean is nude 
as in no products at all. This is especially important 
during flare ups and if for example the problem area of 
skin is on your face. Not using any products can allow 
your skin to breathe and therefore heal more quickly. 

 
Toners 

I mentioned toners in the acne section but they can be 
useful for lots of skin conditions. Here's a video on 
how to make your own. 

 
Moisturisers 

These can be helpful in the drier skin conditions such 
as dry eczemas. Here's a video on making a rose 

https://youtu.be/mAOLt7aed0E
https://youtu.be/2a4f2qoHPjc
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hand cream but the principle is the same for 
moisturisers. 

Chamomile is an excellent base for many skin 
conditions. 

 

See full course for more details. 

 
Herbal washes 

A herbal wash is basically a herbal tea that you wash 
with. Very similar to the herbal bath but you add the 
herbs to a jug, pour over the boiling water and allow it 
to steep for 15 minutes. Strain and keep the tea/herbal 
wash. You can use this to bathe the affected area. 
This is particular useful for wet eczemas but can be 
useful in all skin conditions. 

Wet eczemas - try chamomile with a handful of 
peppermint to ease the itch. 

Acne - try chamomile or calendula. 

 

 

Herbal baths 

I've mentioned the chamomile and oat bath several 
times and it really is great.  

https://youtu.be/2a4f2qoHPjc
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Other combinations you might find useful are oat and 
calendula for acne. 

 
 
 

Exercise 
 

"Why should I do exercise? How does that help 
my skin?" 

Physiologically the 
movement of your 
body aids many 
functions, and one of 
those is blood flow, 
now it does this in 
many ways and I don't 
want to get too 
technical but one of 

those ways is the movement of lymphatic fluid. When 
you move your body the blood and lymph flow more 
freely throughout your body. 

Exercise also makes us sweat and that makes 
physiological changes in the skin which are helpful in 
many skin problems. 

Exercise also increases our metabolic rate and in turn 
reduces general inflammation in the body. 
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“I can’t afford to do any activities.” 
 

As soon as I say the 
word 'exercise' the 
first image to come to 
people's minds is 
either a spin class or 
weight lifting with 
sweaty people in a 
gym. Unless those 
things are your sort of 

thing (no judgement!), you don't need to go to a 
gym to increase the amount of exercise you do. 
And in fact let's just change that word to 
'movement' or 'activities'.  
 
How much movement did you do today? Or how 
many activities? 
 
Getting more of those is the key to improving 
health. 
 
Now before you say "No I can't do it", "I'm too 
busy", "I don't feel like it", "I'm too tired", etc, let's 
just start with some small changes. 
 
Walking everyday.  
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You might already do this taking kids to school, 
walking the dog, going to the shop etc but if you 
don't then just make that small change. Maybe at 
your lunch break, just take a 10 minute walk. You 
might be lucky to have a park nearby, but if not 
any walking is helpful.  
 
I am not a fan of counting steps! When you reach 
a certain number does a prize fall down on you 
from the sky?! Now if it was chocolate that fell from 
the sky I would be a fan of a little machine that's 
counting my steps! 

 
 

Setting health goals 
 
What are health goals? 

See full course for more details. 
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Creating your health plan 

See full course for more details. 

 
 

What next? 
 
Other courses you may enjoy 
If you've enjoyed this course I have lots more. You can 
take a look here. 

 
 

https://www.lauracarpenter.co.uk/courses/

